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Shocking Raid of Trump Means Garland Must Go
By launching a surprise attack on President Trump’s
home in Florida, while Trump was away, the Biden
Administration has breached even its own low standard
for decency. Biden’s Attorney General Merrick Garland
should resign immediately for allowing it.		
“My beautiful home, Mar-a-Lago, is currently under
siege, raided, and occupied by a large group of FBI
agents,” Trump said on August 8. “They even broke into
my safe!”
The supposed pretext for this raid—to recover some
obscure old presidential papers for the National Archives—
cannot be taken seriously. Such a trivial pursuit would
hardly justify this unprecedented assault and the massive
federal resources thrown at it.
Joe Biden’s presidency has brought a series
of humiliating defeats for the United States.
The Taliban defeated Biden in Afghanistan; millions
of migrants stream across our southern border; and
the Chinese Communist Party lobbed missiles at
Taiwan during House Speaker Pelosi’s visit.
No, the real reason for this raid on Trump is as plain
as the advancing dementia on Joe Biden’s addled face.
With each successful election result this year, Trump is on
track to win back the White House in 2024, and panicky
Democrats are exploiting their control of the federal
government to try to prevent that from happening.
This raid was executed on the 91st day before the
upcoming midterm election on November 8. That timing
over a non-urgent issue was apparently a futile gesture to
comply with longstanding Justice Department policy to
avoid upsetting the political process within 90 days of an
election.
“This unannounced raid on my home was not necessary
or appropriate,” Trump declared at the end of the day-long
assault. “It is prosecutorial misconduct, the weaponization
of the Justice System, and an attack by Radical Left
Democrats who desperately don’t want me to run for
President in 2024 … and who will likewise do anything
to stop Republicans and Conservatives in the upcoming
Midterm Elections.”

For more than a year, a committee of partisan Democrats
on Capitol Hill, joined by two renegade Republicans, Liz
Cheney and Adam Kinzinger, have been trying to prosecute
Trump for anything under the sun. One by one, nearly all
of the Anti-Trump Republicans in the House have been
defeated in their own GOP primaries.
“Such an assault could only take place in broken,
Third-World Countries”—or Ukraine, Trump might have
added about the recent raid on his home. “Sadly, America
has now become one of those Countries, corrupt at a level
not seen before.”
Unfortunately Ukraine, where the main opposition
party is outlawed while opposition politicians are jailed
or exiled, is the apparent model for how Democrats are
running the U.S. government. Biden has spent tens of
billions of U.S. taxpayer dollars propping up that corrupt
regime, but now we learn that most of the arms we shipped
to the region failed to reach their final destination and
cannot be accounted for.
The raid on Mar-a-Lago is reminiscent of the predawn
arrest in 2019 of Trump’s friend Roger Stone, who
described opening his door and “staring down barrel of
two assault weapons [and] a dozen other FBI agents in the
background, all wearing night goggles, full SWAT gear,
side arms, and so-on. On the ground was a large metal
device used to break down a door which was unnecessary.”
Also executed in Florida, additional FBI agents even
arrived by boat despite how Stone always complied
peacefully and would have driven himself to any
courthouse. He was ultimately pardoned for the politically
motivated accusations against him.
Agents of the Deep State “essentially went through
every square inch of my house, literally every square inch.
They removed all of my electronics, my computer, my
laptop, my iPad, a lot of computer disks, none of which”
had any relevant evidence, Stone explained.
Using similar shock-and-awe, the army of FBI agents
who ransacked Trump’s home and office without proper
supervision may have viewed, copied, photographed,
or taken more than the search warrant authorized. The

Constitution limits searches to the particular items listed or
area of a home set forth in a search warrant, but abusively
going beyond the warrant is unfortunately common
practice.
Politically motivated prosecutions will be on the
ballot in November when all Americans can vote against
incumbent Democrats at every level of our government.
Republicans running for the U.S. House and Senate
must commit to stopping these abuses as soon as they
retake the Congress next year. At a minimum, they should
subpoena all DoJ records, emails, and personal cell phone
data relating to the possible prosecution of Trump, so the
public can see what is really going on behind closed doors
in the politicized Department of Injustice under Biden’s
Attorney General Merrick Garland.

Latest Biden Fail: Monkeypox
As Americans try to put Covid behind us, another
frightening virus has invaded our country: monkeypox,
which causes hideous disfigurement one might see in a
science fiction horror movie. Monkeypox originated in
Africa and was kept out of our country by President Trump,
but Biden has allowed it to spread to 49 of our 50 states.
The Democrat Governors of California, Illinois, and
New York have declared a state of emergency, as San
Francisco did July 28 and New York City did July 30.
San Francisco’s mayor absurdly declared that the virus
“impacts everyone equally” although nearly all cases have
occurred in men who recently had sex with other men.
The Biden administration has failed to develop testing
and quarantine protocols for this dreadful new virus, as
his Cabinet tiptoes around political correctness about it.
This administration presented Secretary of Transportation
Pete Buttigieg, who is married to another man and is the
Democrats’ frontrunner for president based on the latest
New Hampshire poll, to explain Biden’s monkeypox
policy to CNN.
Pete Buttigieg claimed then that the Biden
administration was “working aggressively” against this
virus, when asked by CNN’s Jake Tapper whether it was
“doing enough to stop the spread of monkeypox.” Liberal
CNN omitted questions about blocking monkeypox at our
southern border, after cases were discovered on the Mexico
side in early June.
“Are there any measures that you think airlines and
trains and buses need to take to stop further spread,” the
Secretary of Transportation was asked by CNN. “Such as
implementing enhanced screening for symptoms at airports
and train stations?”
Buttigieg had no answer to that obvious question, and
moved on to repeat his canned talking points. The former
mayor of South Bend, Indiana, has no real qualifications
to become president but the intense push by wealthy

Democrats for an LGBTQ married man to lead the White
House makes Buttigieg their presumptive nominee after
Biden.
Buttigieg is on record as opposing religious exemptions
from vaccination, so if Biden has his way then millions
of federal and healthcare workers, plus the military, may
soon be subjected to a mandatory monkeypox vaccine.
Meanwhile, the Biden administration shockingly allowed
the 20 million doses of this vaccine to expire.
“This outbreak must be met with urgency, action, and
resources, both nationally and globally,” the New York
City mayor Eric Adams declared. He viewed Covid with
such senseless seriousness that unvaccinated Brooklyn
basketball star Kyrie Irving was banned from playing,
although Irving cheered his team from the stands in close
proximity to other fans.
In the early days of the Covid pandemic, ordinary
Americans were harshly fined and even imprisoned for
keeping their small businesses open to eke out a living
for themselves. Yet nothing of this sort is even suggested
for dealing with monkeypox and the festivals or parades
spreading it.
People are so worried about being politically correct
that they are unable to function,” Trump once observed.
The costly inaction by the Biden Administration on
monkeypox seems to be due to its fear of crossing the
LGBTQ community in any way.
Public health officials are focusing more on trying to
change the name of “monkeypox” rather than limiting it.
While the virus was spreading rapidly in New York City
at the end of July, the city’s public health commissioner
Ashwin Vasan sent a letter to the World Health Organization
Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus urging
him to rename monkeypox because of “potentially
devastating and stigmatizing effects.”
The WHO names diseases, not viruses. The International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) has that
responsibility, and it properly rebuffed this politically
driven demand by Democrats to change the name of this
virus, which should not have a candy-coated name.
That Committee informed NPR that the term “monkey”
will probably remain part of any new name given to
the virus, which may not be modified for a year or two
anyway. Its data secretary informed NPR “the consensus
is that use of the name ‘monkey’ is sufficiently separated
from any pejorative context such that there is no reason for
any change.”
Democrats know that letting the “monkeypox” virus
into our country is not good for Biden’s approval rating
and their chances in the upcoming midterm elections, but
they should be held politically accountable for failing to
keep this virus out of our country. When President Obama
let the Ebola virus into the United States shortly before the

midterm elections in 2014, Republicans gained 9 seats and
a commanding control of the U.S. Senate.
“The window for getting control of this and containing
it probably has closed,” former FDA Commissioner Scott
Gottlieb recently told CBS. That means monkeypox could
sink Democrats further in the upcoming midterm elections,
as yet another failure by the Biden administration to secure
the American borders against foreign harm.

Legislative Pardons Should Correct
Unfair DC Trials
Only 5% of Washington, D.C. voters cast their ballots
for Donald Trump in 2020, reflecting how thoroughly antiTrump the jury pool is there. It appears impossible for
anyone perceived to be a Trump supporter to receive a fair
jury trial in D.C.
There is a 100% conviction rate by D.C. jurors of
anyone associated with Trump, while there has been a 100%
acquittal rate for prominent Democrats. The jury selection
process in the trial of Steve Bannon included startling
revelations of how much animosity people in governmentfunded D.C. have for Trump and his supporters.
In his second term as president Donald Trump would
finally dismantle the Deep State, and details are already
circulating of his credible plan to replace tens of thousands
of federal workers to make this happen. Some jurors may
fear a loss of their government job if Trump returns to
power, or sooner retaliation by liberals who might post
home addresses of jurors who dared to vote in favor of
Trump or his supporters.
It is often said that a prosecutor can lead a grand jury to
indict a ham sandwich, and a D.C. jury might even convict
that ham sandwich if it were associated with Trump. It may
be impossible to find 12 people in D.C. who would not face
some kind of retaliation if they were to side with a Trumpsupporting defendant in a trial.
Retirees and housewives are typically the most
independent-minded jurors, but there are few of them
in D.C. Nearly every family in that city is dependent on
government in some way for its income, which is why
Trump received only 5% of their votes in the last election.
Trump could not obtain a fair trial on anything in D.C.,
and Democrats are salivating at the possibility of charging
him before a jury there. It would be like a presidential
debate before moderators and an audience that were
handpicked to be stacked 95% against Trump.
Democrats plan to checkmate Trump by getting him
before a D.C. jury on unprecedented charges. Trump-hater
Liz Cheney (R-WY) has been doing everything she can to
push criminal charges against Trump before her primary in
Wyoming.
Fortunately, the Constitution does not permit unfair

checkmates. When one or two political branches abuse
their power, as we watch the Democrat-controlled House
improperly collaborating with the Justice Department, then
frequent elections in the House and its ability to checkand-balance other branches should block the overreach.
Republicans are predicted to retake control of the
House of Representatives in January. Republicans should
announce now that they will reverse all injustices inflicted
by the Pelosi-picked committee that pursued its jihad
against Trump.
The Republican House should rescind all of the
Democrats’ votes for contempt, and it should also vote that
the subpoena on which Bannon was prosecuted was invalid
when issued. This should require reversal of Bannon’s
conviction, and dismissal of the similar charges against
Peter Navarro.
The House should then pass resolutions of pardon for
every target of the Democrat-controlled Select Committee
on January 6th, including Bannon and others who exercised
their constitutional rights as supporters of Trump. A pardon
of Trump is not needed at this time, but by pardoning Bannon
and others the House would signal a willingness to protect
Trump against any politically motivated prosecution.
Our Founders intended for the House of Representatives
to be the preeminent governmental body in our country,
to wield powers far in excess of all other branches of
government. No one can become a member of the House
without being directly elected by the people, and members
must stand for reelection every two years.
Revenue-raising bills can originate only in the House,
in further reflection of the Founders’ intent to give it the
greatest authority. The Constitution also authorizes the
House to act alone when it impeaches a president, which
is something Democrats exploited twice against President
Trump.
Whether the House may act alone, or with the Senate,
in issuing a legislative pardon has never been decided by
a court of law. In 1974, the Justice Department’s highly
respected Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) recognized the
lack of any federal precedents on this issue, and gave an
opinion supporting a legislative pardon power by Congress
concerning the president but not generally of others.
The OLC’s view was that a president cannot judge
and pardon himself because of the inherent conflict of
interest, and by the same logic a president has a conflict
of interest concerning declining a pardon to his political
opponent. It falls upon the upcoming Republican House to
exercise its legislative pardon power for Trump supporters,
thereby ending the political prosecution strategy pursued
by Democrats.
Tyranny-by-prosecution happens in dictatorships.
House Republicans should now announce their plan to
protect Trump and his supporters against this injustice.

Trump Overcomes Boycott by
Trump-Haters

in Augusta, Georgia, has not yet banned any of the LIV
players from its event next spring.
An outspoken critic of LIV, Rory McIlroy, was leading
Pandering to the liberal media, the Professional Golfers’ the British Open to the delight of anti-Trumpers. Now
Association last year canceled its big annual tournament called the Open Championship, this major tourney was
that it had scheduled at a Trump golf course. This began played at the historic St. Andrews course in Scotland,
the PGA-led boycott of Trump’s top-ranked golf courses, where the game was invented 250 years ago.
to the delight of Trump-haters.
But with a record-setting flourish of birdies on the final
Golf courses are how Donald Trump earns a living. 9 holes, a 28-year-old Aussie named Cameron Smith won
By boycotting his golf courses, the Left cuts off Trump’s a stunning upset July 17. The liberal media were shocked
income and his financial means of funding his legal defense when Smith implied that he, too, might be interested in
and political work.
joining LIV, and thereby playing in its Trump-course
But Trump has overcome their boycott. His same PGA- tournaments.
rejected golf course in Bedminster, New Jersey, hosted an
Trump-haters were also apoplectic when the black
LIV tournament, and many of the top players have switched
NBA great Charles Barkley, an outspoken supporter of
from the anti-Trump PGA to the pro-Trump LIV side.
Democrats, emphatically responded to a question about
Greg Norman, a supporter of Trump, is the CEO of LIV
his interest in becoming a television commentator for LIV.
(pronounced as in “live free”). He will also hold another
“So, to answer your question, yes, I’m gonna 100 percent
tournament this year at Trump’s golf course in Miami,
meet with LIV.” (Barkley ultimately decided not to jump to
where tickets have already sold out.
LIV after meeting with it.)
Norman has assembled a group of Trump-friendly
Liberals made the United States dependent on Saudi
golfers who want to Make Golf Great Again. The antioil, yet suddenly opponents of Trump have a problem with
Trump media are treating the golfers with questions as
golfers being paid by it. Because LIV is funded by Saudi
hostile as those they ask Trump.
Arabian investments, liberals pretend that Trump is turning
Hanging in the balance is whether the vicious liberal
his back on victims of Saudi Arabia, including a murdered
boycott of Trump’s properties – akin to a military blockade
journalist and those who died in 9/11.
– will hold against Greg Norman’s valiant effort to breach
But if critics of Trump consistently object to Saudi
it. The golfing world has suddenly become a proxy war
Arabia, then they should have complained louder against
over Trump’s political future.
the pilgrimages by Obama and Biden to the Saudi king, and
The liberal media ambush golfers who have switched
protest buying Saudi oil. The public wants tournaments at
to LIV with odd questions about playing on Trump’s
Trump golf courses, and Trump spoke more against Saudi
golf courses, which was never controversial before. Phil
misconduct than any other president.
“Lefty” Mickelson, one of the greatest ever and the biggest
Greg Norman is doing for professional golf what needs
name to join LIV, was impertinently asked in June, “How
to be done to the NFL and other professional sports whose
do you feel about playing on Trump courses?”
executives are more liberal than their fans. Norman, who
Implicit in that question is that someone should have
succeeded as a golfer with 331 weeks as the world’s #1
qualms about playing on a golf course owned by Trump.
player, is taking the game back from the liberal tyrants and
Mickelson responded, “I care more about the quality of the
restoring it to the fans and players.
test of golf, the quality of the golf course, the fan experience
Players should be able to compete in a LIV tournament
and their ability to see and view the golf, and the challenge
at a Trump golf course without fear of retaliation by the
of what the venue provides for the players.”
Liberals do not quit, and when reporters came after liberal-controlled PGA, who Trump observed is the real
Mickelson with hostility again at the British Open, he “disloyal” group. Last one out of the anti-Trump PGA
became blunter in his response. “Let it go, dude. … I should turn out its lights.
couldn’t be happier.”
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